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The story starts in 2010



OUR FIRST START-UP: 12 PERSON TEAM - FIGHTS THE BIGGEST CRISIS IN 80 YEARS
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€440 billion firepower

Created in less than 8 weeks

12 first employees

Luxembourg private company



VERY LEAN AND MODERN SETUP – OUTSOURCED FRONT OFFICE AND SUPPORT FUNCTIONS
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Management Board

German Finance Agency European Investment 

Bank

• Capital Markets
• Debt issuance
• Treasury
• Middle office

• Technology
• Human Resources
• Accounting
• Operations
• Facilities Management

Front office Back office and support function

Core team of 12 people



THE UNTHINKABLE HAPPENED
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• Ireland requested EFSF support in November 2010

• Roadshows organized globally

• First bond exceeded all expectations: orderbook of €45 billion - 9 times oversubscribed 

• A huge success for a company that was just 7 months old

• We were on our way

• Others followed: Portugal, Greece – 2nd programme and Spain

• We issued close to €200 billion in bonds and disbursed €175 billion in loans

• It was time for a permanent institution: the ESM



OUR SECOND START-UP: THE ESM – MOST CAPITALISED IFI IN THE WORLD
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• ESM has a capital of over €700 
billion, €80.5 billion of which is paid 
in

• The ESM is a public international 
financial institution (IFI), set up by 
the 19 euro area‘ countries

• EFSF/ESM combined disbursed €295 
bn in loans (three times more than 
the IMF) and issued €300 bn+ in 
bonds. €32.5 bn this year

• Follow “Cash for reform” approach. 
Greece saves €12bn annual or 6% 
GDP



CREATING A NEW AND MODERN IFI
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• Unique chance to build an innovative public 
organisation from scratch. 

• As a crisis resolution mechanism, it is in our 
mandate to be able to be flexible and agile in 
difficult economic and market situations. 

• We had to be fast, lean and modern

• We entrenched it in our Mission, Vision and 
Values

• Technology became part of our DNA



STEP 1: INSOURCED CORE FUNCTIONS – AND THEN – FIRST MOVE IN INNOVATIVE CLOUD 
INFRASTRUCTURE
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• Start new modern public 
IFI from a blank sheet 

• Cloud-first strategy in 
2012, before it became a 
trend

• First mover in many new 
technology solutions

• No server in house

*Tier IV since 2018



STEP 2: ADAPT TO THE WORKFORCE OF TOMORROW – FINTECH
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• Anywhere/Anytime technology connectivity – also mobile

• A first mover among peers internal social media in 2012

• First public institution to join London based Fintech circle in 

2014 

• Dare to experiment - leverage Social Media senior 

management vlogs on Investor Roadshow

• Created an ESM 4.0 group – 20% of our staff – next to their 

day-to-day job - scout for innovative solutions

o Two engaged staff members, 1 hour of programming resulting in a 

problem solving solution, gaining time and avoiding errors



STEP 3: LEVERAGE NEW TECHNOLOGY TO NAVIGATE CAPITAL MARKETS
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• ESM/EFSF use 41 DCM banks and 1600+ global investors

• Sell side: €300 bn in the market, issue €30-40 bn a year. Buy 
side: €80bn invested capital – HQLA and ESG

• One of the biggest € dominated issuer and IFI investor

• Build a proprietary deep data market intelligence tool:

o Two million+ data points -> trace every single trade of our bonds 
in the primary and secondary market via banks and electronic 
platforms

• Some insights and quantitative basis:

o “Market sentiment” early geopolitical shifts in markets: EUR vs 
USD

o Accomodating market shifts due to ECB QE

o Fund managers and hedge funds shifting market sentiment



STEP 4: USE MODERN TECHNOLOGY TO BE TRANSPARENT FOR EUROPEAN CITIZENS …
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UNDER 

DEVELOPMENT*

* using



STEP 4: … BUT THE REAL INNOVATION IS UNDER THE HOOD (MICROSERVICES AT THE ESM)
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Inspired by

Netflix became the global leader in 

streaming services by:  

• Embracing the cloud:

Buy vs. build, scale, elasticity

• Implementing Microservices

Agility, faster and smaller 

deployments, everything as a 

service, graceful degradation,  

ESM microservices



STEP 5: BUILDING THE FUTURE OF MARKETS – EUROPEAN PUBLIC DEBT ISSUANCE PLATFORM
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• Bond market infrastructure not changed since 1990s

• We launched new technology idea for distribution of 
public debt instruments in 2017

• Public engagement as of 2019

• Need for a European debt issuance platform

o single and synchronized system front to back

o More efficient issuance process for issuers, banks and 
investors

o Neutral, pan European and harmonised

• ECB should be in the lead, supported by issuers like ESM

• Not only a great new technology, but also strengthens 
euro as currency and deepens CMU



NOT EVERYTHING IS PERFECT
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• First mover in cloud means “teething-problems” 

• European data storage and privacy have become major topics

• Cyber security risks are not insignificant

• Adaption problems and cultural resistance 

• But benefits outweigh disadvantages



WHAT WILL THE FUTURE BRING?
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• Euro area Summit December 2018: New mandates for the ESM

o Backstop to SRF

o Larger role in future financial assistance programmes

o Easier use of precautionary credit lines

o Bigger role outside programmes

• Finalizing the upgrade; approval for ESM Treaty amendments foreseen in June 2019

• Maintaining long-term financial stability in Europe (together with other institutions) is a 

very crucial and demanding mission

• With the aid of modern technology, as well as innovative and creating thinking, we will 

be better prepared to face the challenges of the future
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KALIN ANEV JANSE 

Member of the Management Board

Secretary General

+352 260 962 400

k.anevjanse@esm.europa.eu

Thank you and I love to stay connected !
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